L'AQUILA, Italy (AP) - For all the smiles and upbeat talk, the just-ended G-8 summit showed how uneasily the forum has become, run by Cold War-vintage powers while relegating the world's fastest growing economies - China, India and Brazil - to observers.

It also showed just how sharp the divisions are between old-world and new-world viewpoints. The meeting set off unexpected expectations on many counts, from climate control to trade. The global economic crisis weighed heavily on everyone and compelled efforts to find consensus, resulting in an accord or pulling off some major decisions. Members appeared divided on how soon to roll back stimulus packages, although they agreed now was not the time to start.

President Barack Obama and the G-8 are to discuss terrorism, education, health, water, agricultural aid, energy and global governance, and also the situation in Sri Lanka.

French President Nicolas Sarkozy called for G-8 expansion - a move that the then-six wealthiest industrial nations, all in the Northern Hemisphere: France, West Germany, Japan, Canada, Italy and the US - have resisted. The London Times is very busy failing to understand that since 1945, industrialized nations is "no longer adequate."

But finding the right formula for an overhaul will prove tricky. "Everybody wants the smallest possible group - that includes them," Obama said. Nations not included think it's highly unfair if they've been cut out.

Sen. John Kerry then made a pitch for the G-8 to expand to 34 nations - adding Brazil, China, India, Mexico, South Africa and an Arab country - if France holds the rotating presidency in 2011.

But no clear path was laid this week, as working members clung to their clout. In the US, it will not get "South Africa's money," according to White House's climate change adviser. "The world's just not ready," he said. But they will "listen" to the views and "encourage" the continent to do more.

Some see it as a good candidate for a "done deal."

IDP camps and false Propaganda of the Tamil Diaspora

IDP camps are a major problem. The government should be doing a far better job of handling the IDPs than India in its camps. The effort is far better than for the Muslims excised in the 1990s. The local Tamil leadership has also visited the Eastern Province liberated in August 2007. It was indeed a pleasant surprise to see the new networks of roads in the East. There are several IDP rehabilitation schools in the Alankallu-Olivil area and it learnt how the ex-fighters are being re-trained and released back to their villages. In my view, such a process needs at least five years.

The Moan Seksams and others who wax eloquent among the chattering classes are clueless individuals who have not assessed the problem. It is the moment for a new education as well as consultation with the public. Many western communities refuse to accept the "humiliation" of being seen as weak. The world is not ready for a new "Uttahrisham" (enthusiasm). And yet, the exercise of celebration for cause is being demoted. It is being condemned as "Triumphalism."

The Tamil propaganda and their client intellectuals have returned to their "Prasanthamani Por" (public lies) activity of spinning false-hoods based on self-interest and racism. In some cases, it is the so-called "self-righteous" individuals who agitate without information or judgment. The Tamil, and even some Sinhala, think that there is no cause for celebration but only some sorrowful religious observations of marking or praying "for the IDPs." The London Times is very busy failing to understand that since 1945, industrialized nations is "no longer adequate."
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